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 The girl he is in love with, Sandra, lives in the same neighbourhood. But her family is very poor. Rajiv loves Sandra so much
that even though she loves another guy, Rajiv's mother is also very confident that he would get her daughter married to him. So,

Rajiv, who is very rich, will have a good life with Sandra, who is from a very poor family. On the day of the engagement,
Rajiv's mother comes to Sandra's house to tell her that her son will come over to pick her up. Sandra is so shocked, that she goes
into a trance. Rajiv's mother tells Sandra's parents that they have arranged the engagement for their daughter. Sandra's parents
go in search of her and find her in a trance, but they fail to bring her out of it. They try to get her to drink milk. But, they all go
out to call Rajiv, who is completely shocked to see Sandra in this condition. Sandra finally comes out of her trance and is unable

to say anything to Rajiv. He asks her to tell him the reason for her trance. She then explains the reason of her trance, and says
that Rajiv should not come to her house as he would have no future if he did so. She also mentions that he would have a future
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only if he married her. Rajiv is completely shattered and not able to think about himself. He is in love with Sandra. He thinks
about her again and again, and his mother brings back Sandra's parents, and Sandra and Rajiv get engaged. And then Sandra's

parents leave for their village. Cast J.K. as Rajiv Anjali as Sandra Naseeruddin Shah as Rajiv's father Ashwini Bhave as Rajiv's
mother Kavita as Sandra's mother Kaushik as Sandra's father Bikram Singh J.P. as an astrologer Meera Ashwini Bhide Rucha
Kumar Shubha Khote Jatin Desai External links Category:1993 films Category:1990s Hindi-language films Category:Indian

films Category:Films scored by Jatin–Lalit Category:Indian romance films Category: 82157476af
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